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The purpose of this note is to prove the following 'relative' version of Gersten's 
conjecture. 
Theorem. Let X = Spec(R) be an affine scheme, flat and o f finite type over a discrete 
valuation ring A; suppose that there is a finite set of  points SCX such that X is 
smooth over Spec(A) at the points o f  S. Let us write A=ax.s .  I f  
Y= Spec(R/tR)--,X is a principal effective relative (i.e., flat over A) divisor, then 
the exact functors 
M(i)(Y) ~ M(i)(Spec(A)), 
MF(0(Y) ~ MF(i)(Spec(A)) 
on the categories of  coherent (sheaves of) modules, and coherent (sheaves of) 
modules flat over A, respectively, supported in codimension i, both induce the zero 
map on K-theory. 
This generalizes a result of Grayson [3], who proved this theorem when 
X/Spec(A) is of relative dimension one and A is a Henselian discrete valuation ring. 
The theorem reduces the proof of the full conjecture of Gertsen, for local rings 
smooth over a discrete valuation ring, to the case of discrete valuation rings (Cor- 
ollary 6 below). 
The relative version of Gersten's conjecture proved here gives us some informa- 
tion on the structure of Ko(M(i)(A)); specifically that it is generated by the classes 
of modules of the form A/ ( f l ,  . . . , f /)  where (f l ,  .-. ,fi) is a regular sequence (see 
Corollary 5). In Corollaries 7, 8 and 9 we give some applications of the theorem to 
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algebraic ycles; in particular Corollary 7 contains an analogue of Bloch's formula, 
describing the Chow groups of a variety smooth over a Dedekind domain in terms 
of the hypercohomology of K-theory sheaves. 
1. Some iemmas 
Lemma 1. Let X, Y be as above. Then there exists an affine open neighborhood 
XoCX of  S and a morphism ~r" Xo--,/A a- i, where d is the relative dimension of 
X /A ,  such that 
(i) rt is smooth of  relative dimension 1 at the points of  S. 
(ii) n restricted to Yo = Y n Xo is quasi-finite. 
Proof. (cf. [3, p. 132]). Let k be the residue field of A, and write X k, Yk for the 
closed fibres of X and Y over Spec(A). Note that Yk is a divisor in Xk since Y and 
X are flat over A. Let X'C P~ be the Zariski closure of X under some projective 
embedding XC fP~. If S= {sl, ..., sn}, let gieXk be a specialization of si for 
i= 1, ... ,n and write S= {gl, "-,sn} nxk .  Let U=Spec(B)CX be an affine neigh- 
borhood of SUS. If Uk= Spec(B=B® A k), then by Quillen's variant of Noether 
normalization [5, §7, 5.12], there exist elements .~], ..., Xd-le/~ such that the in- 
duced map 7~ 1 • Uk ~Ak d- 1 is smooth in a neighborhood of S and is finite when 
restricted to Yn  uk. Choose arbitrary liftings Xl , . . . ,xdeB of the xi- Then since 
U/A is flat, by [SGA1, II, Corollary 2.2], the induced map hi" U- ' /An d-l is 
smooth in a neighborhood of S. Applying Quillen's result [5, §7, 5.12] to the points 
t 1, ..., tp of S lying over the generic point ~. of Spec(A), we may assume that 7~ 1 is 
smooth in a neighborhood V of the t i, and finite over /A d-~ when restricted to 
YO II. Since smoothness i an open condition, nl is smooth in a neighborhood of 
S. By [EGA, IV, 13.1.3] the set of y e YO U such that dim(n~l(nl(y))n YO U)>0 
forms a closed subset WC Y. The induced map (YN U-W)--~/AA d-1 has discrete 
fibres by [EGA, O, 14.1.9] and hence is quasi-finite by [EGA2, I, 6.11.2]. Note 
that since nl restricted to YkAU is quasi-finite, WA(YkAU)=O and SA W--0 
and S C U-I4I.  Finally we set X0 equal to an affine neighborhood of SOS in 
xn  (u -  w)  and n = nl restricted to X 0. 
If E is an exact category we shall write K(E) for its K-theory spectrum 
{£2BQnE}n~o, where QnE is Waldhausen's iterated Q construction [7, §9.1]. Given 
an exact functor F :E- - ,E ' ,  there is an associated map of spectra 
K(F):K(E)~KOE').  Note that since all zero objects in an exact category are 
canonically isomorphic, we may identify them to obtain exact categories having 
unique zero objects, so as to have canonical choices of base points in the above 
topological constructions. This process does not change the homotopy type of any 
of the spaces involved. We want to study the way in which the homotopy class of 
the map K(F) depends on F. The category Hom(E, E') of exact functors from E to 
E' may be given the structure of an exact category, by defining a sequence of func- 
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tors to be exact if it maps each object of E to an exact sequence in E', so that evalua- 
tion defines a biexact functor: 
E x Horn(E, E')--, E'. 
Following [7, Proposition 9.2], we know that this biexact functor induces a map of 
topological spaces 
: BQEABQ Horn(E, E') ~BQQE'  
which extends to a map of spectra 
KOE) ^  BQ Hom(E, E') ---, 12-~ K(E'). 
In particular, an exact functor F :E  ~E '  defines a class 
IF] e K0(Hom(E, E')) = nl (BQ Hom(E, E')) 
which may be represented by the map 
(pp : S 1 -, BQ Hom(E, E') 
defined by the diagram 
0 >--~---,~ F 
in Q Hom(E, E'). There is a commutative diagram of maps between spaces: 
~BQE=BQEAS 1 ~" (1A~PF)' BQQE' 
BQQF 
BQQE , BQO E' 
where ¢/is the map of [7, 9.1 (addendum)]. By iterating the Q construction in this 
diagram, we obtain a diagram of spectra: 
Z'KOE) = KOE)^S l , ~-~K(E') 
~2-1 (K(E)) ,12-1K(E') 
where ~u is now the canonical map. 
Note. Here 12-1 is the shift operator on spectra, i.e., 12-1{Xn}n>_o={Xn+l}ne o, 
and only coincides with 27 on suspension spectra. Also if X= {Xn}n_>0 is a spectrum 
and Y an ordinary space, then X^ Y= {An^ Y}n___0- 
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Lemma 2. Let A be an exact category, A'cA  a subexact category and e : A-*A" a 
functor to an exact category such that e(A') is contained in the subcategory o f  zero 
objects in A". Suppose that 
BQA' - ,BQA-*BQA"  
is a fibration up to homotopy. I f  F :  A"--. B is an exact functor such that there is 
a short exact sequence o f  exact functors 
0 
O -* G ' G -" FE -* O 
f rom A to B fo r  which 0 restricted to Hom(A', B) is the identity natural transforma- 
tion, then the map K.(A")--,K.(B) induced by F is trivial. 
Remark. By the localization theorem of Quillen we know that an example of the 
situation in the lemma is when A' C S C A with A a Serre subcategory of the abelian 
category A, and A" is the quotient A/S, such that the inclusion A 'CS induces an 
isomorphism on K-theory. (In fact one can show (Levine [4]) that A need not be 
abelian, and that we only need S CA C A with ,~ an abelian category, A an exact 
category, and S a Serre subcategory of A such that A/S is an exact subcategory of 
,i,/S.) In particular by Quillen's devissage theorem we know that this is the case 
when A is the category of coherent sheaves on a scheme X, A' is the category of 
coherent sheaves on a closed subscheme YCX,  and A" is the category of coherent 
sheaves on the complement X -  Y. 
Proof. Since the sequence of functors (i being the inclusion) A' i ,  A e, A" gives 
rise to a sequence of maps 
BQA'  - *BQA- - ,BQA"  
which is a fibration sequence up to homotopy, when we iterate the Q-construction 
we obtain a sequence of maps of spectra 
K(i) K(e) 
K(A')  , K(A) , K(A") 
which is both a fibration sequence and a cofibration sequence, up to homotopy. See 
[9, III, 3.10]. Hence the natural map of spectra 
K(e) : C(K(i)) = K(A) t3K(A, )CK(A')-* K(A") 
is a weak homotopy equivalence. Therefore it is enough to show that the induced 
map 
K(F) .  K(e) = K(Fe) : C(K(i))-* K(B) 
is weakly null homotopic. First consider the map K(Fe) :K (A)oK(B) .  The exact 
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sequence of functors 
e 
O--. G -----. G ~ Fc ~ O 
gives rise to a diagram in BQ Hom(A,B): 
0 
(,) G '  < G 
0 .  Fe '  
\ 
'C0  
which after identifying the left and right edges of the triangle, we may view as a map 
q~:D 2---~ BQ Hom(A, B), the restriction of which to aD 2= S 1 (= the bottom edge of 
the triangle, with its endpoints identified) is the map 
(OFt : S l ~ BQ Hom(A, B) 
representing [Fe] ~ KoHom(A, B). We therefore have a commutative diagram, after 
iterating the Q-construction: 
,~K(Ft) 
~C(K( i ) )  , 2~K(B) 
C(K( i ) )AS  1 , (2-1 (K(B) 
K(A)AS1 / , K (A)AD2~,  
Hence, if we pushout he bottom left hand corner of this diagram, we obtain a fac- 
torization of .~K(Fe): 
o 
.~C(K( i ) )  ~ X(C(K( i ) )  UKeA)^S' (K(A) ^ D  2) ~ f~-1K(B). 
It will be enough to show that ~,(fl) is zero. There is a natural inclusion 
K(A') AS 2 ~ X(C(K(i))UK~A)AS, (K (AAD z) 
which is a weak equivalence; i.e., 0 is equivalent to the boundary map in the cofibre 
sequence 
27K(A') --, 27K(A) ~.,V,C(K(i)) ---, XZK(A'). 
Therefore to show n.(fl) is zero it is enough to show that the induced map 
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K(A ' )A  S 2 ~ g2-1K(B) 
is nullhomotopic. However, this map is induced by the element [0] in 
Kl (Hom(A', B))--nEBQ Hom(A', B') obtained by taking the image of the diagram 
(,) under the restriction functor 
Hom(A, B) ~ Hom(A. B) 
and observing that Fei = 0: 
0 
/o \  
Gi , 
\ /  
0 
Gi (left and right edges identified) 
But if 0 restricted to A' is the identify transformation, the element [0] is trivial, i.e., 
the diagram above is commutative, and hence K(A')ASE~O-IK(B) is 
nullhomotopic. 
Lemma 3. Let X /A  be a quasi-projective scheme over a discrete valuation ring. 
Then the category MF(i)(x) of coherent ax-modules, flat over A, supported in 
codimension i, is contained in and has the same K-theory as the category M"F(/)(X) 
of  coherent ax-modules upported on subschemes of X flat over A and of 
codimension at least i. 
Proof. Inclusion. M is flat over A is and only if M has no n-torsion where n is the 
generator of the maximal ideal in A. If Ann(M) is the sheaf of annhilators of M, 
the support of M is V(Ann(M)). But ~x/Ann(M) is flat over A; otherwise there 
is an xeX,  an ae~x,x ,  a¢O, and an meMx,  m~O, such that: 
O) am#:O, 
(ii) ham = O. 
Same K-theory. If TCX is a subscheme flat over A and of codimension _>i, then 
any ~rr-module M has a resolution: 
O~Q~P~M~O 
where P is a locally free ~r-module. Since P and therefore also Q, are n-torsion 
free, they are both flat. We can now apply the resolution theorem of Quillen [5]. 
2. Proof of the theorem 
We only give the argument for MF (i), the argument for M (i) may be obtained by 
erasing the F 's .  We may replace X by any smaller affine open neighborhood X 0 of 
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S in X. Therefore using Lemma 1, we may construct a diagram 
Z 
Y ,X  
where Z= Yx/a~-, X, p and q are the projections and s is the section of q induced 
by i, with the following properties. 
(i) p is quasi-finite, 
(ii) q is smooth at the points of p- l ( s ) ,  
(iii) s is a closed immersion and s(Y) is finite over X. 
Write Z= Spec(R') and let I be the ideal of R' defining the closed subscheme 
s(Y)CZ. As in the proof of Lemma 5.12 of [5, §71, we can find an feR  such that 
f is a unit at the points of S and Iy= I® R Ry is a principal ideal in R~. Since the 
0) --+ 0) 0) -+ 0) map K ,MF " T K ,MF  " (A) factors through the map K,MF " (Yf) K,MF " (Xf), 
it suffices to prove that the latter is zero. Replacing X, Y by Xf, Yf, respectively, we 
may suppose that I is principal, I= gR'. Since Z is quasi-finite over X, by Zariski's 
main theorem [EGA, IV.18.12.13] there exists an open immersion u :Z -+Z,  with 
Z finite over X. Since s(Y) is finite over X, s(Y)N(Z-Z)=O. Because Z, is finite 
over X= Spec(R), Z = Spec(/~) is affine. By the Chinese remainder theorem we can 
choose g ~/~, with image g (the generator of the ideal I of s(Y)) in R' and such that 
= 1 rood ,~, where M is the ideal in/~ of Z -  Z (given its reduced structure). Con- 
sider the diagram (if= u. s): 
Z 
Y ,X  
Since p is finite, the exact functors (for i___ 0) 
j , :  MF(i)(Y) ~ MF(i)(X) 
factor through 
~, : MF(i)(Y) --+ MF(i)(2) 
so it is enough to show that S, induces zero on K-theory. 
Observe that if TC Y is a subscheme flat over A of codimension >i, then q-l(T) 
and q-1(T) are also flat over A and of codimension >i  in Z and Z respectively, 
so by Lemma 3 it is enough to show that the exact functor 
s , :  M(T) -+ M(q -1 (T)) 
induces zero on K-theory. (Note s(T) is closed in q-l(T).) Furthermore, s 'q*= 
Id :M(T) -+M(T)  so it is enough to show that the functor 
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F= (~ I~s(y)=S,S* : M(q- I (T ) )~ M(q-I(T)) 
induces zero on K-theory. Let V= q- l (T ) -  q- l(T),  given its reduced structure. 
Then by Quillen's localization theorem [5, §17, Proposition 3.2] the sequence of 
functors 
E 
M(V) - ,M(q - I (T ) ) - -~  M(q-~(T)) 
together with the sequence of natural transformations of functors M(q-~(T))~ 
M(q-I(T)) 
0+ Id-~g Id-+(F= (~) ~s(r))-+O 
satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2, hence 
F ,  : K,(q -1 (T)) -+ K,(q-~(i')) 
is the zero map and we are done. 
3. Corollaries 
We continue to use the notation of Sections 1 and 2. 
Corollary 4. (a) The transfer map 
KqMF (i+ l)(A) --. KqMF(i)(A) 
is zero for all q >_ 0 and all i >_ O. 
(b) The transfer map 
Kq M (i + 1) (A ) ~ KqM(i) (A ) 
is zero for  all q >_ 0 and all i >_ 1. 
(c) Let F be a fraction field of  A, AF = A ®A F. 
KqM (i+ 1)(AF)-+ KqM(i)(AF) 
is zero for  all q >_ 0 and all i >_ O. 
Then the transfer map 
Proof. (a) follows immediately from the theorem, as in [5, §7, Proof of 5.11]. 
To see (b) observe that if i>_ 1, then each module M in Mti+°(A) is supported on 
some relative divisor Y, so the category M(i+I)(A) is, for i_> 1, the direct limit 
l imr M(i)(Y) over all relative divisors YC Z. Strictly, (c) is a corollary to the proof, 
rather than the statement of the theorem. Since F is a flat A-algebra, we can pull 
back over Spec(F) all the maps of schemes and the associated exact functors be- 
tween categories of modules constructed in Section 2. Doing this, we obtain a proof 
of the assertion that if YCX is an effective divisor, flat over A, then for all q>_0 
and i_>0: 
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J * " KqM(i)( Y(~A F) -~ KqM(i)(AF) 
is the zero map, from which we deduce the corollary. Bloch has already given a 
direct proof of (c) in [10]. 
Corollary 5. For i>_l, Ko(M(i)(A)) is generated by the classes [A/(fl, .--,f l)], 
where (f l , - -- , f /)  forms a regular sequence in A. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on i _  1, considering the case i = 1 separately. 
(i= 1). We have the localization sequence 
KI (A ) --" KI (L ) -" Ko (MO) (A)) ~ Ko(A ) ~ Ko(L ) ~ O 
where L is the fraction field of A. Since 
Ko(A ) = 7/ = Ko(L ), 
KI(A ) =A*, 
the above reduces to 
K l (L) = L*, 
0 
O-,,A*-,.L* , Ko(MO)(A)) ~ 0. 
Furthermore, if f is in L*, f=  a/b,  with a, b in A - {0}, then 
O(f) = [A/a] - [A/b] 
which completes the proof in this case. 
(i > 1). Let Z= Spec(A). We have the localization sequence (M(i)= M(i)(z), etc.) 
... _~ Kt(M(i_ I)/M(i)) _~0 K0(M(i)) ~K0(M( i_ l))_~... 
Since i > l, by Corollary 4, 0 is surjective. We know (by devissage) that 
KI(M(i-1)/M(i)) ~- (~ IK(X)*. 
x ~ Z (i- i) 
If x is a codimension ( i -1 )  point in Z corresponding to a prime ideal la<A, and 
if f~  IK(x)*, f=a/b  with a ,b~A/p ,  then 
O(f) = [(A/p)/a] - [(A/p)/b]. 
It is therefore sufficient o show that a class of the form [(A/p)/a] ~Ko(M (i)) can 
be expressed as a sum of classes [A / ( f l , . . .  ,f/)]. By induction, the class of [A/p] in 
Ko(M(i-l)) can be expressed as a sum 
[A/p] = ~] nj [A / (Z , j , . . . , f i - l , j ) ]  
J 
where the {fl, j ,  ... ,f i-1,j} are  regular sequences in A. We claim that there exists 
5eA such that 5+ p = a in A/~ and such that for all j ,  ( fl;i, --- , f / -  1,j, a-) is a regular 
sequence. Let a~,..., ak be the set of distinct prime ideals in A which are associated 
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primes of A/ ( f i j ,  ... , f i - l j )  for some j .  Since these quotient rings are all Cohen- 
Macaulay, the at all have height ( i -  1) for I= 1, ..., k. We may construct ~ by in- 
duction on k _ 0. If k = 0, then any lifing of a will do. Suppose then that bis a lifting 
to A of a, 6~ at for l= 1,..., k -  1. It will be sufficient o show that there exists 
~e6+(laNalN-- -Nak_~) with dffak. Now, if no such ti exists we must have 
6+ (pnal O... Oak_ ~)c ak 
and hence, since ak is a group, 
vna~n--- na _  cak; 
but because p, a~, ..., ak are all prime ideals of height ( i -  1), this is possible only if 
k= 1 and la = ak, in which case the (impossible) inclusion /~+ P CIo would hold. 
Hence, 
[(A/p)/a] = [A / (~,  a')] 
= ~., nj[A/(fl,j,...,fi-l,j,a')] 
J as desired. 
Corollary 6. Let R be a semilocal ring, smooth and essentially of finite type over 
a discrete valuation ring A. Write E for the fraction field of R, X = Spec(R). I f  A 
is the local ring (in fact discrete valuation ring) at the generic point of the closed 
fibre of X= Spec(R) over Spec(A), then Gersten's conjecture is true for R if it is true 
for A. 
Proof. Since Kq(M{i)(R))~Kq(M{i-1)(R)) is zero for i>1  by Corollary 4, it is 
enough to show that for any teR  and q>_O, Kq(R/t)~Kq(R) is zero if 
Kq(A)~Kq(E) is injective. But Kq(R)~Kq(A) is injective by the theorem since A 
is obtained by localizing R with respect o the multiplicative set {feR IR / fR  is flat 
over A}, so Kq(R/t)--,Ko(R) is zero if and only if K'q(R/t)~Kq(A) is zero. Since 
t is a unit in E, the composition Kq(R/t)~Kq(A)~Kq(E) is automatically zero and 
hence injectivity of Kq(A)~Kq(E) implies triviality of K~(R/t)~Kq(A). 
Remarks. (i) In [10], Bloch showed that Gersten's conjecture is true for X as above 
if the transfer homomorphism Kq(Xt)~Kq(X) is zero for all q_>0; (Xt is the closed 
fibre of X/A).  Corollary 6 seems stronger, as it reduces the general conjecture to 
the discrete valuation ring case. 
(ii) Using a result of Suslin one may easily show that the conjecture is true for 
the K-theory with finite coefficients of a d.v.r, and hence for any local ring smooth 
over a d.v.r.; see [8] for details. 
Recall Bloch's formula, as proved in [5, §7]: 
Theorem (Quillen). Let X be a scheme, regular and o f finite type over the spectrum 
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of a field. Then there is a natural isomorphism, p>_ 0: 
CH P (X) = HP (X, Kp, x) 
where CHP(X) is the Chow group of  codimension p cycles on X modulo rational 
equivalence and Kp, x is the sheaf associated to the presheaf U~Kp(U) on X. 
How close does our theorem come to proving Bloch's formula? The key step in 
the proof in ibid. is the fact that Gersten's conjecture implies that when X is the 
spectrum of a regular semilocal ring, then the sequence 
O ~ Kq(X)  ~ KO/I (x )  ~ .. " . ,1i/i + -"  ^ q -  i : (X )  --' "'--" Kg/q  + I (X)--" O 
is exact; here Ki,/i+l(x) is the K-theory of the quotient category M(i)(X)/M (i+ 1)(X)= 
Mi/i+~(X). The theorem of this note does not quite imply the exactness of this 
sequence. Instead we have: 
Corollary 7. Let X be the spectrum of  a semi-local ring R, smooth and essentially 
o f finite type over a discrete valuation ring A. Then 
(i) The sequence above is exact, except perhaps at the first and third terms 
(Kq(X) and K~/2(X) respectively). 
(ii) There is a quasi-isomorphism of complexes: 
O~ 1 __~ 1/2 (Kq(XF)--~ Kq_I (Xt) ) - -~(K q (X)  Kq_ l (X ) - * . . . - -~  Kq/q+ l (x )  
where XF is the generic fibre and Xt is the closed fibre of  X over Spec(A); F is the 
fraction field of A, t the closed point of  Spec(A). 
Proof. (i) follows immediately from Corollary 4(b). 
For (ii), observe that l ( i / i+ l (x)  l(i/i+l(XF) i-l/i ..q ~'..q O Kq (Xt) so that the map of 
complexes in (ii) may be viewed as the map of total complexes associated to the map 
of double complexes: 
'- Kq(XF) "" "-KO/I(XF) )... , Kq -  I/q(XF)----~ Kq/q+ I(XF) TM 
Kq_ I(X,)_. o/1  U _l(Xt) .. , . . .  ) U -l/q(xt) ,0  
Since Xt is the spectrum of a regular semilocal ring, essentially of finite type over 
the residue field k of A, the augmentation: 
Kq_ l (Xt )--~ (K°q/ll (Xt ) -~ ... --~ Kq-1/q  (x t  ) ) 
is a quasi-isomorphism byQuillen's theorem. It is therefore sufficient o prove that 
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Kq(XF)  ~ (K°q/1 (XF) ~ ... ~ K~/q + I (XF)  ) 
is a quasi-isomorphism. But by the argument of [5, §7], this follows from Corollary 
4(c). Part (ii) has already been proved by Bloch in [10]. 
From Corollary 7, the methods of Quillen [5, §7], give: 
Corollary 8. Let X be a scheme, smooth and o f  finite type over S=Spec(¢) ,  ¢ a 
Dedekind domain. Then there are isomorphisms, for  q >_ 0: 
CHq(X)=Hq(X ,u .Kq ,  xF '~ (~ i t*Kq- l ,X , )  
t~max(~) 
where max(O') is the set of  maximal ideals in ~ and X t is the closed fibre over 
temax(~) .  
Remark. This isomorphism is almost as good as Bloch's formula, since one may 
construct products on the K-theoretic side of this isomorphism [2]. 
We can also generalize a result of Grayson [3, 1.6]. Let X be a scheme, smooth 
and quasi-projective over S= Spec(¢) for ~ a Dedekind domain. 
Corollary 9. (i) There is an exact sequence o f  sheaves on X: 
Igq/q + 1 ..~ ig0/l . ... ~ lgi/i + 1 __~ ~ 0 0"-* Kq, X nq, X/S ---, Aq, X/S "'" nq, X/S 
l~i/i + 1 where ,~,,x/s is the sheaf associated to the presheaf 
U-~ K ,(MF(i) ( U) /M.F  (i + 1)(U)). 
(ii) I f  Z q is the free abelian group of  codimension q relative cycles (i.e., the free 
abelian group generated by integral subschemes Z C X, flat over A and of  codimen- 
sion q), Z~ [~z] defines a map 
zq  (x /s )  --'~ l'(X~ I~/q  + 1) 
and hence, by (i): 
zq  (x /s )  ~ Hq (x, Kq, x)- 
Proof. (i) is proved, using Corollary 4(a), just as in [5, §7]. 
Part (ii) requires no proof. Note that it is not obvious what the equivalence re- 
lation of algebraic ycles imposed by this map is. 
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